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Abstract. Scientific numerical applications are always expecting more computing
and storage capabilities to compute at finer grain and/or to integrate more phenomena in their computations. Even though, they are getting more complex to develop.
However, the continual growth of computing and storage capabilities is achieved
with an increase complexity of infrastructures. Thus, there is an important challenge to define programming abstractions able to deal with software and hardware
complexity. An interesting approach is represented by software component models. This chapter first analyzes how high performance interactions are only partially
supported by specialized component models. Then, it introduces HLCM, a component model that aims at efficiently supporting all kinds of static compositions.
Keywords. Component, Connector, Genericity, High Performance Computing,
Parallel Computing.

1. Introduction
As computing and storage capacities increase, numerical scientific applications would
like to benefit from them to improve accuracy—by refining their level of discretization
for example—and/or realism—by integrating more phenomena in their models. Therefore, applications are becoming more and more complex.
In addition to the complexity coming from applications, application developers also
have to face to the fast evolution of resource complexity. The complexity ranges from
nodes which can have multiple processors with many cores, some of which might be
GPUs 2 , to node infrastructures which can be a supercomputer, a cluster, a federations
of clusters, a grid, a cloud, or a federation of clouds—also known as sky computer.
Hence, achieving efficient executions of an application on a wide range of infrastructure
is challenging and is a burden of application developers.
Existing High Performance Computing (HPC) oriented programming models, however, usually provide models very close to the machines such as MPI [21] for homogeneous clusters/supercomputers, threads for multi-core nodes, or OpenCL [24] for nodes
equipped with GPUs.
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While partitioned global address space (PGAS) languages, e.g. OpenMP [31], aim at
hiding such resource complexity, they do not address application complexity as they are
usually variations of an imperative or object oriented sequential language, like Fortran
and C/C++ for OpenMP. Therefore, they are not primarily targeting the simplification of
the design of complex applications on complex resources [35].
An important challenge is hence to design programming abstractions which have
to be simple enough to let application developers concentrate on the functional parts of
their applications by hiding resource complexity and let applications be able to efficiently
make use of a wide range of resources.
An old trend to deal with application complexity is proposed by software component
models [27,35]. This approach advocates for composition: it promotes creating applications by assembling rather than developing. Different composition kinds exist such as
spatial and temporal compositions. Two great success stories of the software component
approach are the pipe operator in operating systems and data flow models.
This chapter surveys various approaches that have been proposed for using component models for HPC applications. It also describes the High Level Component Model
(HLCM), a model aiming at efficiently enabling all kinds of spatial compositions within a
unique model. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. It first begins by analyzing requirements of HPC applications and whether such requirements can be achieved
by standard component models. Then, it studies various works that have brought partial support of parallel programming paradigms in component models. Last, it describes
HLCM, a component model that aims to achieve a synthesis of these works.

2. Component Models from HPC’s Perspectives
2.1. Overview of Classical Component Models
Component models are an important topic in distributed computing. Many models have
been proposed either by industry—EJB [18] by Sun Microsystems, CCM [29] by OMG,
SCA [30] by OSOA, or .NET by Microsoft—or by research groups—Fractal [15],
GCM [9], HOCs [20], etc.
A consensus on component models seems to emerge from all these works and it
is consistent with the definition given by Szyperski et al. [35]. A component is a black
box that interacts through ports that describe what it provides and what it requires. Ports
express a kind of interaction, such as remote method invocation or message passing. An
assembly is a set of interconnected components that can be statically described through
an architecture description language and/or it can be built dynamically through a modeldependant API. In all cases, a third entity is able to manage connections between components. A primitive component is a component whose implementation is in a native
programming language such as C++, F ORTRAN, JAVA, etc. A composite component is
a component whose implementation is an assembly of components. Hence, composite
components can produce hierarchies of components.
2.2. Analysis of HPC Application Requirements
Two features of classical component models are of importance for scientific applications.

• the black box behavior of components eases their re-use;
• the separation of concern between functional codes (e.g. a numerical method) and
non functional codes (e.g. a load balancer) is well suited for their development by
domain experts.
In addition, scientific applications also require the four following HPC-related features: performance, adaptability and support for long-lifespan. A first requirement is performance. Overhead coming from the programming model has to be as low as possible.
For example, a method invocation between two locally connected components should be
the same as a native method invocation, provided the two components are using the same
programming language.
A second important requirement is that HPC-oriented component models should
be able to exploit hardware such as massive parallelism, GPUs, or high performance
networks. Therefore, they should support adequate parallel programming paradigms such
as collective communications, M × N invocations, and algorithmic skeletons [17]. This
support should come without incurring overhead such as useless memory copy.
A third requirement is to support the long lifespan of HPC applications. Hardware
evolution is hard to anticipate when designing an application. To solve this issue, component models should let application development be as independent as possible from
execution resources. This constraint applies to primitive and composite components.
Legacy implementations of parallel programming paradigms are able to take into
account some of these constraints with the help of parameters—for example, the number
of processes for an MPI application. Such parameters have to be set when execution
resources are known.
However, having one single integer parameter is not always enough. When porting
an application from one parallel architecture to another, such as a grid, some parts of the
structure of the application also need to be changed to adapt the implementation of the
used programming paradigms. For example, porting an MPI application to a grid may
require to add several communicators to differentiate local low latency communications
from global high latency communications [23].
Thus, the main point to evaluate the relevance of component models for scientific applications appears to be how a component model supports parallel programming
paradigms that abstract resources.
Classical component models fail to provide an adequate basis for HPC applications
as they are unable to abstract parallel paradigms. An application developer has to manually implement them with the provided concepts—usually remote method invocation
with some light support for group communications. Therefore, the next section deals
with component models specialized for HPC applications.

3. On the Support of Parallel Paradigms in Specialized Component Models
This section analyzes the support of some common parallel paradigms in component
models: parallel components (SPMD), inter parallel component communications (M ×
N ), collective communications, data sharing, workflow and algorithmic skeletons (in
particular the task-farm skeleton).

3.1. SPMD in Component Models
A very common and useful feature for scientific applications is the support of parallel
components as they can handle the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm. A
parallel component has a cardinality that represents the number of its instances, each of
which is assumed to be allocated to a distinct (logical) processor. The instances usually
communicate with an external library that offers message passing and collective communications. The number of processors to use for each parallel component as well as
their placement depends heavily on resources. Similarly, collective communication algorithms as well as communication between components also depend on resources. Let us
analyze four component model examples that provide SPMD support.
3.1.1. Common Component Architecture (CCA)
Parallel components belong to the core of CCA [4] which distinguishes the concepts
of Single Component Multiple Data (SCMD) and Multiple Component Multiple Data
(MCMD). However, by default, CCA only deals with local interactions. It means that
parallel components in CCA are assumed to use an external mechanism such as MPI to
manage communications that are internal to a parallel component.
The SCMD approach distributes all instances of parallel components on the same
set of processors and by default replicates connections on every processor as shown
in Figure 1. On the opposite, the MCMD approach enables to distribute each parallel
computing component on a distinct set of processors and to make use of a coupling
component distributed over all processors. For example, computing components can be
connected to a coupling component as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. SCMD coupling of two parallel compo- Figure 2. MCMD coupling of two parallel components (cohorts) c1 and c2 on four processors p1-p4. nents (cohorts) c1 and c2 on two processors each.

At runtime, parallelism is fully managed by the selected communication library,
usually MPI. Moreover, this library is used to deploy components. CCA runtime is only
used for local interactions. More recently, the support of remote method invocation has
been added to CCA [25]. As far as we know, such a feature is not used within a parallel component. However, it is very useful to handle communication between MCMD
components without the need for a coupling component.
The CCA approach is interesting because it simplifies porting SPMD application to
CCA. Parallel code coupling in CCA enables to hide complex issues such as language
interoperability (thanks to Babel). However, by default, CCA does not handle data redis-

tribution issues between parallel components. The MCMD approach enables to delegate
such a redistribution to a dedicated component, even though such a component is specific
to a coupling. But, the problem of controlling the mapping of components on processors
in function of the resource structure is left to application developers.
3.1.2. SCIRUN 2
SCIRUN 2 [37] is an implementation of CCA that extends the model by supporting parallel method invocations (M × N ) between parallel components. To benefit from this extension, one has to specify which ports of the components are parallel. Parallel ports have
to be connected to another parallel port. Hence, it is not possible to connect a parallel
provides port to a sequential uses port and vice-versa.
To make use of a parallel uses port, all the members of a parallel component have
to perform a collective call to a method of such a port. Each member sends a part of the
data to its associated member of the parallel component that provides the service. The
associated member is the component instance with the same rank than the sender in the
destination parallel component (modulo its cardinality) as shown in Figure 3. Thus, the
actual data redistribution is the burden of application developer.
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Figure 3. M × N coupling of parallel components in SCIRUN 2.

As an extension to CCA, SCIRUN 2 inherits its main benefits and drawbacks. It eases
the coupling of parallel code by enabling the description of parallel interactions. However, data redistribution remains the responsibility of functional components. SCIRUN 2
does not simplify a lot component development or reuse because there is very limited
support to take into account all data redistribution issues.
3.1.3. G RID CCM
G RID CCM [32] extends CCM with support for parallel components and for data redistribution in M × N method invocations. A G RID CCM parallel component is made of
two parts as shown in Figure 4: a data distribution descriptor and an SPMD code implementation whose cardinality is controlled by an attribute. Similarly to CCA, instances of
a parallel component need to use a mechanism outside G RID CCM for communications
inside a parallel component. It is often a message passing library such as MPI.
Parallel components can interact with sequential or parallel components through
uses or provides ports. Internally, G RID CCM manages two interfaces for each par-

allel port: one to interact with sequential components and one to interact with parallel
components. Interfaces differ because parallel interactions need more meta-data such
as data-redistribution information. Implicit 1 × N or N × 1 data distributions –derived
from the general data redistribution support of G RID CCM– enable a transparent binding
between parallel and sequential ports.
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Figure 4. Parallel implementation of a component in G RID CCM.

During M ×N communications, distinct data redistributions may be required for the
parameters and for the return value of a method invocation. Such redistributions are handled by parallel stubs and skeletons that are generated by a G RID CCM compiler. When
connecting components, internal introspection mechanisms are used to configure them
with information such as the number of uses and provides component instances.
With respect to CCA, G RID CCM offers a higher level of abstraction that maintains
the properties of uses and provides ports for parallel components and hides most
of the data distribution issues. However, as for CCA/SCIRUN 2, parallel G RID CCM
components are restricted to resources natively supported by an external communication
library and by data distribution libraries. Moreover, there is a hidden dependency that the
same communication library implementation has to be used by all parallel components.
3.1.4. Replicating Components
Replicating components have been proposed as an extension to CCM [10]. They aim to
provide a clear definition for parallel components—a set of component instances—and
to intra-parallel component communications. It is based on three concepts: replicating
component, AnyToAny connection and collective communication component.
In [10], a replicating component is defined as an algorithmic skeleton whose content is another component and that has a parameter: the number of replicas. When instantiated, its content is replicated into replicas. Replicas can be interconnected with
AnyToAny connections, which interconnects a set of AnyToAny ports. An AnyToAny
port is made of two object interfaces of the same type: one that is provided—similarly
to a provides port— and one that is used—similarly to a multiple uses. Thus, all
components taking part to an AnyToAny are fully interconnected.
A collective communication component can be used to provide a higher abstraction
than just the point-to-point abstraction offered by an AnyToAny port. For example, a
collective communication can provide a port whose interface is derived from MPI.
An assembly with replicating component is abstract: it needs to be transformed into
a concrete assembly once the number of replicas is known as shown in Figure 5. Repli-
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Figure 5. Example of transformation of an assembly with a replicating component.

cating components are replaced by an assembly of replicated component instances and
AnyToAny connections are replaced by classical uses and provides connections.
Hence, the resulting concrete assembly can be deployed by standard CCM tools.
By allowing to choose run-time parameters (the number of replicas) for the assembly, this approach offers a finer control than G RID CCM or SCIRUN 2. However, parallel
interactions between replicated components are not considered by this approach such as
with plain CCA.
In conclusion, this work enables to express collective communications within a parallel component. It is then easier to select the best communication interactions with respect to a given infrastructure. Moreover, it also enables to define hierarchical parallel
components, that is to say collective communications spread over several composites.
3.2. Data Sharing Between Components
A second feature that may be useful to scientific applications and that has been integrated
into component models is the sharing of data between components. Data sharing enables
a set of components to access a common piece of data, either in read-only or in read-write
mode. This is particularly useful for large data which requires highly irregular accesses.
The implementation of such a paradigm highly depends on the component placement:
sharing memory is easy between components located inside the same process, while a
middleware is required for achieving this on grids [6].
3.2.1. Data Sharing Ports
Data sharing between components has been proposed as an extension to CCM [7] and
to CCA and F RACTAL [8]. This extension introduced two new kinds of ports: share
and access ports that respectively enable to share a piece of data and to access such a
shared piece of data. An access port can be connected to a unique share port.
share or access ports are visible from the component implementation through
dedicated interfaces, respectively SharePort and AccessPort, illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These interfaces offer both access methods, to obtain a local memory address to the shared data, and consistency-related methods, such as acquiring or
releasing a lock.
Components making use of data sharing ports need to be compiled with a dedicated
compiler. Similarly to G RID CCM, such a compiler generates stubs and skeletons to pro-

interface AccessPort {
void* get_pointer();
long get_size();
void acquire();
void acquire_read();
void release();
}
Figure 6. Interface offered by an access port.

interface SharePort : AccessPort {
void set_pointer( void* data,
long size );
}

Figure 7. Interface offered by a share port.

vide the implementation of SharePort and AccessPort interfaces with respect to
the actual shared data types that are specified in an extended OMG IDL for the CCM
implementation. Stubs and skeletons are generated to use a particular shared memory
interface: it can directly be the process memory for components inside the same process, a shared memory segment if components are on the same node, a distributed shared
memory (DSM) for clusters or a shared data service such as J UX M EM for grids.
By mapping the memory of a component to shared data, ports such as share and
access offer a simple implementation of the data sharing paradigm. However, they require a dedicated compiler and the employed middleware needs to be specified at compile time.
3.3. Workflow and Component Models
Adding dataflow and/or workflow capabilities to a spatial component model enables to
support both spatial and temporal compositions within a unique and coherent model. Several works have been pursued into that direction. For example, SCA enables a primitive
component implementation to be a workflow (BPEL) but only spatial composition is possible between components [30]. On the contrary, several workflow models enable a spatial description for a task implementation such as Triana [36] or A SKALON AGWL [19].
But, spatial composition is not possible between tasks or between sub-workflows. The
remainder of this section presents STCM which does not have these limitations.
3.3.1. Spatio-Temporal Component Model (STCM)
STCM [13] extends the Grid Component Model (GCM) [9] with workflow concepts
borrowed from the A SKALON Grid Workflow language (AGWL) [19]. It defines taskcomponents as well as a new kind of port, the input/output ports, which are used to
describe data dependencies between tasks.
The assembly description language supports both spatial and temporal compositions. It is derived from the F RACTAL description language with new constructs to describe temporal relationships between components inspired from AGWL. An example of
an STCM application is given in Figure 8.
In STCM, a task-component has only one task. A task-component differs from a
component as it has to implement a specific interface—TaskControler—that contains the prototype of the method to execute when a task has to be executed by the component. Such a method can access input data through its input ports and it can set its
results by setting the output ports.
A task-component has an extended life-cycle whose state diagram contains a new
state—running—to represent a task-component whose task is currently being executed, as shown in Figure 9.

<component name ="exApp">
<parallel name="ParallelCtrl">
<input name="vI" type="Vect"/>
<instance name="a" compRef="A"/>
<body><component name="Init">
<instance name="b" compRef="B"/>
<input name="ii1" ... set="vI"/>
<section>
<output name="io1" ... />
<exectask nameInstance="a"/>
<output name="io2" type="double" /> </section>
</component>
<section>
<component name="A">
<while name="LoopCtrl">
<input name="a" ... set="ci.io1"/>
<input name="c" type="double"
<client name="pA" ... set="B.pB"/>
set="ci.io2"
loopSet="B.outB"/>
</component>
<component name="B">
<condition> c<0.1 </condition>
// in: double b, out: double outB
<loopBody>
<server name="pB" type="GetRes"/>
<exectask nameInstance="b">
</component>
<input name="b" set="c"/>
<sequence name="seq1">
</component>
<instance name="ci" compRef="Init">
</loopBody>
// block is on the right
</while>
</sequence></body>
</section>
</component>
</parallel>
Figure 8. Main elements of an application description in STCM: Instance a is executed in parallel of multiple
executions of Instance b (while loop); they can communicate through the connection of the ports pA and pB.
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Figure 9. State diagram describing the life-cycle of a task-component in STCM.

A dedicated workflow engine has been developed to execute an STCM assembly: it
instantiates components, launches tasks and manages data transfers. The instantiation of
a task-component can be delayed until either the flow of control reaches it, or one of its
provide ports is used.
STCM enables both the description of spatial and temporal dependencies between
primitive and composite components. Its runtime is more complex since it has to contain
a specialized workflow engine. However, STCM does not support parallel components
nor data sharing.
3.4. Algorithmic Skeletons and Task-Farm in Component Models
Algorithmic skeletons [17] can be defined in component models as parameterizable patterns for composites. Skeletons usually have a first set of parameters to specify their behavior and a second set of parameters that adapt them to resources. A replicating component is an example of an algorithmic skeleton. This section focuses on the support
of the task-farm skeleton in component model as it is a very common skeleton in HPC
applications. Then it deals with more general support for skeletons.
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Figure 10. Examples of collection transformation based on a round-robin policy (a) and on a D IET policy (b).

3.4.1. Collection Based Task-Farm Skeleton
An implementation of the task-farm skeleton (also known as master-worker relationships) has been proposed as an extension to CCM, F RACTAL and CCA [14]. This extension introduced the concept of collection to describe a task-farm content as an assembly
of components.
A collection has two parts: a component assembly to replicate (the worker part)
and an association of worker ports to the collection’s ports (the dispatch and collect
part). There are two strategies for such associations: i) all worker ports are accessible
through the collection’s ports or ii) a single collection port aggregates the worker ports.
In the latter case, a mechanism is needed to dispatch an invocation of a collection port
to a worker port: the request transport policy. Such a policy could be implemented with
components or with an existing middleware such as D IET [16].
Being abstract, a collection needs to be concretized to be deployed. This step typically occurs at deployment time when resources are known. Two parameters have to be
set: the initial number of worker instances and a request transport policy whose instantiation will actually connect collection’s ports to workers’ ports.
Although this approach is limited to the task-farm skeleton, it is interesting as it
enables the use of farms of tasks in component models without modifying the components at runtime. It is easy to use since it maintains classical use/provide interactions for
collections. Eventually, by delaying transformation to deployment, an application can be
adapted to available resources. This approach has been studied in [5], however, automatically making efficient parameter choices was not considered in the general case.
3.4.2. Spatio-Temporal-Skeleton Component Model (STKM)
A more general approach to provide algorithmic skeletons in component models has
been studied in STKM [2]. STKM extends STCM with (behavioral) skeletons [3] such
as pipeline or farm. Such skeletons can be used as regular components in an assembly.
Data stream ports are also defined to enable interactions between skeletons.

A skeleton in STKM offers an external interface which is defined by a set of ports
(similarly to regular components) and an internal interface which presents parameterization points. When instantiating a skeleton, each of the parameterization points needs
to be fulfilled, for example by a component type, and its ports need to be connected.
Ports of a component used to fulfill a parameterization point can also be connected to
components outside the skeleton. Figure 11 illustrates the task-farm skeleton.
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Figure 11. Task-farm example in STKM
that exposes two data stream ports and a parameterization point.

Figure 12. Deployed task-farm with 3 workers (Compo A).

As for collections, an assembly with skeletons is abstract. To be made concrete, a
skeleton needs to be replaced by its implementation, usually a composite. The content of
such a composite can therefore change in function of execution resources. For behavioral
skeletons, managers aiming to deal with adaptation issues belong to this composite. An
example of a deployed task-farm is given in Figure 12.
STKM extends STCM with behavioral algorithmic skeletons based on data streams.
This behavior is closer to classical skeleton models than the model proposed by the
collection based approach. STKM abstracts a programmer from many issues and enables
skeletons to be transparently adapted to available resources. However, the number of
skeletons in STKM is fixed and there is not any mechanism for a user to specialize their
implementation. Moreover, STKM does not support other HPC features.
3.5. Discussion
This section has presented various works that aimed to extend component models with
features generally required for HPC applications. There is no single component model
that supports all of them. These features have various impacts on component models,
which can be classified along two axis:
1. Some features introduce new kinds of interactions between components while
some introduce new kinds of component implementations;
2. Some features are static—they only impact the assembly used for the deployment—
while some are dynamic—they impact the behavior of a component assembly
during runtime.
Hence, Table 1 classifies the studied extensions based on these two axis. Except for data
sharing, each feature relies on the introduction of several concepts which belong to both
categories—new interactions and new implementations.
Most of the studied features are static with the exception of dataflow and workflow
that are dynamic, as they impact components’ life-cycles. However, algorithmic skeletons may also have a dynamic part if they provide adaptability capability such as behavioral skeletons.

Table 1. New interactions and implementations of component models coming from HPC extensions.

SPMD

Interaction

Implementation

Static†/Dynamic

M × N method invocation
between parallel components,
message passing,
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static†

collective communication
Data sharing

data sharing
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data flow

task-component

dynamic

Task-farm

method invocation with
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task-farm
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Algorithm
data stream
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Skeletons
composites
†: Dynamic adaptation is not considered.
*: Dynamic adaptation based is considered through behavioral skeletons.

static†or
dynamic*

3.6. Conclusion
Various HPC related features have already been studied with respect to component models. They increase the abstraction level provided to programmers, hence easing the development of applications. Moreover, they also simplify the adaptation of components
to new resources by enabling to change the parameters of a component implementation
and/or by promoting a separation of functional and non-functional concerns.
Using these abstraction introduces two main drawbacks. First, as usually, when increasing the level of abstraction, performance relies on the optimization of some application external codes such as the runtime, the code generator—for G RID CCM—and/or
the assembly transformers—for algorithmic skeletons. Hence, it is important that a programmer be able to replace such piece of code for a particular application on a particular
resource if needed. Second, all these extensions are a priori incompatible at the model
level as well as at the implementation level. Sometimes, even extensions applied to the
same component model (such as to CCA or CCM) are not compatible between them, and
may introduce incompatibilities with the original component model.
The next section presents a work that aims at providing a framework to define, implement and optimize any kind of static extensions within a unique and coherent component model.

4. High Level Component Model
In this section, we first introduce HLCM, stating its purpose and providing an overview.
Next, we present the model and HLCMi , a proof-of-concept implementation. Finally, the
usefulness of HLCM is evaluated based on how well it expresses the previously presented
HPC features.
4.1. Introduction
The previous section has shown that two kinds of concept are used to support HPC
features: i) new kinds of component implementations and ii) new kinds of interactions.

Component implementation kinds can be seen as various algorithmic skeletons. Hence,
a mechanism that enables higher order assembly description is needed to let users define
new skeletons. Such a mechanism can be based on genericity [28]. However, as the value
of a generic parameter could also be used to define composite content, the model needs
to support genericity through meta-programming similar to templates in C++ [1].
For the support of new kinds of interactions, a solution based on connector—
introduced in architecture description languages—seems very promising. A connector
exposes roles that can be fulfilled by ports. They are intrinsically generic as ports are
used as parameters. However, connectors have not been previously defined in hierarchical component models. Based on this analysis, a model named High Level Component
Model (HLCM) has been proposed [12].
4.2. HLCM Overview
HLCM is an abstract component model that supports hierarchy, genericity and connectors [12]. It is an abstract model as it does not specify the primitive elements of the model
(primitive component implementations, generators and port types which are introduced
hereafter); primitive elements are instead specified by specializations of HLCM such as
HLCM/CCM. In HLCM/CCM, primitive components are CCM components and primitive connectors are the CCM connections (use/provides and events). This makes it possible to take advantage of HLCM using various underlying execution models or backends.
Genericity has been introduced in HLCM using the approach described in [11]. All
types of the model are generic (i.e. accept other types as parameter). The implementations of these types can either implement the whole generic type or be restricted to
a given set of generic parameters. HLCM supports meta-programming with constructs
such as static conditionals and loops evaluated at compilation time.
The meta-model of HLCM has been described in the E CORE language of the Eclipse
Modeling Platform (EMF). As for any instances of E CORE meta-models, HLCM applications can be described in the OMG XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) dialect. This
syntax is however not human-friendly: examples in this section are described in a dedicated HLCM textual syntax as well as in an informal graphical syntax.
4.2.1. Model Elements
The basis of HLCM is a generic hierarchical component model with connectors. The
main elements of HLCM are components, connectors, port types, bundles and connection adaptors. Components and connectors are implemented respectively by component
implementations and generators.
A component in HLCM is a black-box, locus of computation. It exposes a set of
named interaction points and has one (or more) implementation(s). These points of interaction are not ports but open connections: an open connection is a connector instance
with some roles fulfilled by the component and some roles remaining open to let the
component be connected to other components.
A connector in HLCM represents a kind of interaction. It exposes a set of named
roles and has one (or more) implementation(s). Connector instances are called connections and connector implementations are called generators [26]. Interactions in assemblies are described by merging two or more connections of the same type (connector).
The result of a merge is a new connection whose roles are fulfilled by the union of

i) Textual representation
composite aCompositeImplem
implements aComponent
{
AnotherComponent c1;
AThirdComponent c2;
merge ( c1.ocB, c2.ocC );
merge ( this.ocA, c1.ocA );
}

ii) Expanded view (connections are not merged)
merge
c2

expose
c1

ocC ocB

ocA

ocA

iii) Compact view (connections are merged)
Merged
connection
(closed)

ocA

Exposed
connection
(open)

Figure 13. Three representations of a composite implementation of a component aComponent. It contains
two internal component instances c1 and c2 connected through the merging of the two open connections
c1.ocB and c2.ocC. It exposes the open connection c1.ocA as its own ocA.
generator LoggingUP<UI,PI> implements
UseProvide< provider={Facet<PI>}, user={Receptacle<UI>} >
when ( UI super PI ) {
user
proxy
user
provider
LoggerComponent<UI> proxy;
proxy.client.user += this.user;
proxy.server.provider += this.provider;
}

provider

Figure 14. Example of a generator implementing the UseProvide connector by inserting a proxy component for logging purposes. Ports fulfilling the roles of a UseProvide connection are used to fulfill roles of
the client and server exposed connections using the += operator.

their corresponding roles in the merged connections. Connections can be closed or open.
Closed connections are connections that can not be merged anymore, i.e. connections
internal to an assembly. Open connections are connections that are or can be further
merged, i.e. connections exposed in the interface of components.
A generator can impose constraints on the generic parameters of the connector it implements (i.e. the type of the ports) as any implementation of a generic type. In addition,
it can also impose constraints amongst a set specific to the specialization. This can for
example be used to constraint locality of the component instances exposing the ports.
A bundle groups multiple connections into a single entity. Connection adaptors
enable (open) connection polymorphism. A connection adaptor can adapt an (open) connection exposed by a component whose actual type does not match the type declared in
the component interface.
4.3. Behavior of HLCM Elements
The specifications of HLCM are based on a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach [34]: the behavior of HLCM applications is based on the specification of a model
transformation that puts HLCM applications in equivalence with applications of the underlying execution model. The behavior of an HLCM application is defined as being that
of the equivalent application of the underlying model.
An HLCM application is defined by the set of HLCM elements it contains: components, connectors, generators, port types and connection adaptors and by the component
used as the root of the application. To map it into a primitive application, which can then
be executed, it should be transformed into an assembly which only contains primitive
components, primitive ports, and primitive connections. In the case of the HLCM/CCM

specialization for example, this means that HLCM/CCM applications are transformed
into plain CCM applications.
As a first step of the transformation, the approach described in [11] is applied, to
support genericity. The rest of the transformation is straight forward: i) the implementations of the various component instances and connectors are chosen amongst the available choices; ii) in the case of composite implementations, their content is exposed so as
to form a flat assembly. The process is repeated until all non-primitive elements are implemented. Since composite implementations are opened and only their content is used,
ultimately all elements have primitive implementations and thus form an application of
the underlying execution model.
This transformation is however non-deterministic as it does not specify how the
choices of connections and implementations are made. There can therefore be multiple distinct applications of the underlying execution model in equivalence with a single
HLCM application. In this case, each of these primitive applications defines a valid behavior of the HLCM application. If a transformation does not result in such a primitive
application, the initial HLCM application is declared invalid.
4.4. HLCMi , an Implementation of HLCM
In order to evaluate HLCM and its specializations, a set of proof-of-concept implementations of HLCM have been developed. These implementations are themselves built as
assemblies of the Low Level Component Model JAVA (LLCMj ), a plain JAVA backend
for HLCMi . To solve the bootstrap problem, these assemblies are hard-coded in JAVA
and do not take advantage of the HLCM assembly language. The components shared
by the various HLCM implementations form a framework known as HLCMi . The implementation relies on the tools provided as part of the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF).
In addition to the LLCMj specialization of HLCM, HLCMi supports HLCM
specializations (i.e. backends) to LLCMcpp , a C++ variation of LLCMj , CCM, and
Charm++ [22]. The remaining of this section deals with some evaluations based on the
CCM specialization of HLCM.
4.5. Evaluation: Defining Parallel Paradigms in HLCM
Section 3 has dealt with four types of parallel extensions to component models: SPMD
with M × N and collective communications, data sharing, workflow and algorithmic
skeleton (task-farm). HLCM enables meta-programming. Hence, HLCM by construction
supports algorithmic skeletons. For example, it is straightforward to define a task-farm
in HLCM by letting the number of instances as well as the component implementing the
request transport policy be parameters of a composite.
On the contrary, HLCM is not dynamic. Hence, workflows are not directly supported
in HLCM. However, it seems possible to apply the same approach as for STCM [13] to
HLCM with the difficult point of handling model adaptation on the fly.
This section provides an overview on the two remaining parallel extensions: SPMD
with M ×N and collective communications, and data sharing. More details can be found
in [12]. Let us start with data sharing.

component MemoryAccessor exposes {
SharedMem<access={ LocalReceptacle<DataAccess> }> memory;
}
Figure 15. Declaration of a component MemoryAccessor exposing a connection memory that can be used
to access the shared memory.

i) Textual representation
composite CompositeAccessorImpl
implements MemoryAccessor {
MemoryAccessor c1;
MemoryAccessor c2;
merge(this.memory, c1.memory, c2.memory);
}

ii) Graphical representation

c1

memory

c2

Figure 16. The CompositeAccessorImpl composite merges the c1.memory and c2.memory into a
single connection exposed as this.memory.

4.5.1. Data Sharing in HLCM
The shared memory interaction has been defined in HLCM/CCM using an approach
inspired by [7]. It is provided by SharedMem, a connector with a single role: access.
For accessing the shared memory from primitive components, an object interface
DataAccess is defined: it contains methods to retrieve a pointer to the shared memory and to acquire/release read/write privileges. This interface is not aimed to be remotely accessed as it returns a local pointer to manipulate to data. As a result this interface can be correctly used only by components located in the same address space
(process). To support such constraints, two primitive ports— LocalReceptacle and
LocalFacet—of the HLCM/CCM backend are used. These port types behave exactly
like the usual CCM Receptacle and Facet except that they impose a process collocation constraint between the involved component instances in the resulting assembly.
A component can therefore safely access the shared memory through a port of
type LocalReceptacle<DataAccess> used to fulfill the access role of a
SharedMem connection as shown in Figure 15. A composite component implementation containing multiple instances of such a component, as shown in Figure 16, can
both specify that i) its internal instances access the same shared memory and ii) external members of the composite can also access the same shared memory by exposing the
connection.
Two straightforward generators implementing the SharedMem connector have
been developed. A first generator simply inserts an internal component in charge of the
memory. This implementation imposes a process collocation constraint between each
component instance accessing the connector and the store instance, effectively requiring all accessors to be in the same process.
A second generator supports distributed shared memory by inserting for each accessor an instance of a component delegating the calls to J UX M EM [6], a distributed shared
memory implementation.

bundle PFacet<Integer N, interface I> {
each(i:[1..N]) { UseProvide<provider={ Facet<I> }> part[i]; }
}
Figure 17. Definition of the PFacet bundle port type. It contains N UseProvide connections named part
whose each provider roles has to be fulfilled by a Facet<I> port.

U1
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U2
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PDist

P1
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P2

Figure 18. A parallel UseProvide connection implemented by the MxN generator. Distributor component
instances (Udist and Pdist) are inserted for each participant on the user and provider sides. These instances
are connected to all those of the opposite side.

4.5.2. Parallel Method Invocations in HLCM
Unlike shared memory, the support for parallel method invocations [32] does not require the introduction of a new connector: the UseProvide connector already supports
method invocations. Two bundles are however introduced: PFacet whose definition is
presented in Figure 17 and the symmetrical PReceptacle. We make the choice that
supporting parallel method invocations means supporting the case where these bundles
fulfill the user or provider roles of a UseProvide connection.
A MxN generator that implements UseProvide connections whose roles are fulfilled by a PFacet and a PReceptacle has been implemented. An example of connection implemented by this generator is presented in Figure 18. This enables an efficient support of M × N connections—as shown in Section 4.6—with data redistribution
management on the user side, the provider side or even both.
The support for UseProvide connections with only one of the roles filled by a
parallel port and the other filled by a sequential port is supported by two connection
adaptors. The Scatter adaptor whose definition is presented in Figure 4.5.2 supports
a connection whose user role is filled by a PReceptacle as if they were filled by a
sequential Receptacle. It contains a component (Distributor) in charge of distributing the data connected to all the part sub-connections of the bundle and exposing
an open connection with a sequential Receptacle used as result of the adaptation. A
Gather adaptor supports the symetrical case for a provider role.
4.6. Analysis
Both shared memory and parallel user/provide connections have been used to compile versions of synthetic applications with a degree of parallelism varying from 1 to
1000 components. The compilation time varies between three and seven seconds on a
standard laptop. This is acceptable when compared to the 50 seconds required to compile the primitive components of the examples on the same machine or the deployment
time of a distributed CCM application that is usually in tens of seconds on Grid’5000, a
distributed testbed.

Aggregated Bandwidth (MB/s)

adaptor Scatter<Integer N>
supports UseProvide<user=
{PReceptacle<N, MatrixPart>}>
as UseProvide<
user={Receptacle<Matrix>}>
{
Distributor<N> dist;
each(i:[1..N]){
merge(dist.in[i],
supported.user.part[i]);
}
merge(this, dist.out);
}
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Figure 20. HLCM-based implementation of a 3x4 parallel
method invocation vs PACO ++, a dedicated environment,
Figure 19. Definition of the Scatter adaptor. on a 1 Gb/s switched cluster.

In the case of shared memory interactions, we have seen that HLCM makes it possible to expose a single open connection whether the component is sequential or a composite containing multiple instances participating in the connection as shown in Figure 16.
Similarly, for parallel method invocation interactions, a component exposing an
UseProvide<user={Receptacle<Matrix>}> open connection can be sequential or parallel thanks to the mechanism of connection adaptors. In the latter case,
a parallel implementation shall expose an open connection whose actual type is
UseProvide<user={PReceptacle<N, MatrixPart>}>. Thus, a component
sequentializing the interaction is automatically inserted only if required by an adaptor.
With respect to performance, there is a unique connection involving (directly after
transformation) all the participants. Hence, it is possible to choose the best implementation of the connection with no bottleneck. For example, if both components involved
in a method invocation are parallel, the MxN generator is used rather than using the two
connection adaptors that would sequentialize the interactions.
Therefore, the achievable performance are good as shown in Figure 20. This figure
compares HLCM/CCM to PACO ++ [33], a dedicated environment efficiently handling
M × N communication used within G RID CCM. This experiment has been conducted
on a cluster of the Grid’5000 French experimental platform. As can be seen, the HLCM
version achieves performance comparable to the PACO ++ version.

5. Conclusion
To face the increase in complexity of both hardware and software, it is important to
propose programming abstraction that will ease development without impacting performance. Software component models have been studied a lot in non-HPC fields. They
appear very promising, provided they are able to deal with HPC features. Therefore,
several works have proposed component models with some specific extensions towards
HPC applications, which includes parallel component, M × N communications, data
sharing, algorithmic skeletons, etc. They confirm the relevance of component models for
handling code composition in HPC applications. However, none of them provides all the
desired features at the same time.
High Level Component Model (HLCM) is an attempt to coherently combine into
a unique model all these features. To be more accurate, it provides concepts such as

components, connectors, genericity, open connections, bundle and connection adaptors
that enable to deal with adaptable HPC features. While it should be able to deal with
dynamic applications, such as workflows, it has yet to be proved.
Several issues still need to be resolved. First, while HLCM offers several choices
of component and connector implementation, algorithms that will automatically select
the best choices with respect to a given optimization criteria have yet to be developed.
Second, component models need to be validated not only for handling application dynamicity (such as workflows) but also resource dynamicity. For example, an application
could reconfigure itself to adapt to resource failure. Last, component models currently
have a quite simple relationship with primitive programming languages as primitive components are mainly assumed to be sequential. Hence, relationships between component
models and parallel languages, such as OpenMP, need further research to understand
how to efficiently compose codes written with distinct parallel languages.
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